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How do you travel? Are you a planner or do
you prefer things a bit more free-flowing?
I like to plan, despite knowing that Life
inevitably has numerous unforeseen
activities and paths for me.
The plans are a reminder of the bigger
picture and goals I am trying to achieve.
Which is why I like Spring so much.
After toiling away in what feels like
obscurity, often in literal and figurative
dark days, Spring reminds us that there
is beauty - in our work, our purpose and
our path.
The blossoms start to fill out the bare
bones of the trees, and the soft wash of
grey-green becomes bright green.
Now that we have sunshine, blue sky and
warmer temperatures to encourage us on
our way, let’s use this second season to full
advantage and appreciate the beauty and
opportunity around us, no matter where we
are in our individual journeys.
All the best!

Keely Khoury
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I'm pedaling,
cycling stationary.
Like a beautifully caged bird stuck trying to early detect potential signs of danger.
A relationship canary

I feel a void is snowballing, slowly building up speed
exponentially picking up velocity.
Death defying.

My grandiose childhood idea of a destiny paved with meaning more than
sheep strolls.

I know I'm destined to live in color,
to speak in rhyme,
to think in melodies
with u at my side humming along in harmony
Time is detrimental.
Time is kind.
Delay is monumental.
Time continues to heal the mind,
meanwhile love is blind,
so adhering to strict rules
escape my mind.

Trust,
Bold words
and flutters of butterfly wings
invade my garden.
You turned my ephemeral flowers
into lovely
permeating
permanent snapshots.

Normal mental processes
that run by firing across synapses
start to not make sense
because emotional response takes control.

My feet pace a stroll but my brain races up ahead.
I'm on a journey,
to the center,
of forever,
no regrets.

Dominique Bosa-Edwards

Love
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Are thank-you notes going the way of handwriting and inching towards extinction as they
are sent less and less frequently?
How many of us remember sitting at the family dining table with stacks of blank cards and
envelopes in front of us, with Mom wielding the
address book?
Most years, to make the task as painless as
possible, we would write them in assembly-line
fashion.
This, of course, resulted in a fair number of
spats about not leaving enough room for the
subsequent writers and accusations of writing
“the same thing I was going to write.”
According to etiquette doyenne Emily Post,
handwritten thank-you notes are always appropriate. She says they are “only second best to
thanking someone in person.”
Yet, can you remember the last time you wrote
or received one?
I distinctly remember the last time I received a
thank you note in the post.
The incident was noteworthy because I didn’t
recognise the handwriting, and it was from a
close friend.
Isn’t that part of the fun of receiving personal
post? Seeing the distinctive quirks of each person’s penmanship? And when the note is a
thank you, how much warmer and more memorable is it than an email or phone call?
Maybe it’s time to dig out some new, crisp stationery and send a few notes, particularly to
those who would appreciate it most.

Love
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Empathy

At a time when many of the
world’s economies are struggling, with all the associated effects, empathy has been getting
a lot of press.
Defined as “the intellectual
identification with or vicarious
experiencing of the feelings,
thoughts, or attitudes of another,” empathy is fundamental
to the wellbeing of our societies.
Peter Wicks, writing for the Institute for Ethics and Emerging
Technologies, said that, “What is
good for the individual, however,
is not necessarily the same as
what is good for society at large,
and it is fairly obvious that increased levels of empathy are
likely to be helpful as a means of
adapting individual behaviour in
a way that improves the
prospects for society as a whole
(whether we are talking about
happiness, capabilities, flourishing, or something similar).”
The lack of women involved in
much of the financial market
trading that preceded the
world’s current economic instability has raised questions about
the role of empathy in business,
finance and economics.
Recent research from Ed
O'Brien, Sara Konrath and Linda
Hagen at the University of Michi-

gan and Daniel Grühn at North
Carolina State University found
that women in their 50s are the
most empathic.
Analysing data from more than
75,000 adults, the scientists
found “consistent evidence of an
inverted U-shaped pattern of
empathy across the adult life
span, with younger and older
adults reporting less empathy
and middle-aged adults reporting more.”
Their work will be published in
“Journals of Gerontology: Psychological and Social Sciences.”
Explaining their plans to conduct additional research, including on whether people can be
trained to show more empathy,
Konrath says that, "Given the
fundamental role of empathy in
everyday social life and its relationship to many important social activities such as
volunteering and donating to
charities, it's important to learn
as much as we can about what
factors increase and decrease
empathic responding."

Art
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The bus

Too many stories to guess
as separateness intersects
to run in parallel
for a few brief stops
before each steps off
back into their individual unknowns.

The willow
paints the wind
without a brush.

Saryu

Art

Sensory living

What clothes make you feel most
comfortable? What types of noises
bother you? Are you adventurous
when it comes to trying new foods?
“We experience life through
our senses. We hear, taste, smell,
touch, see and move around.
“We have sensations inside ourselves that help us keep track of how
our bodies are doing from moment to
moment and day to day.”17
From money and time management
to the activities we choose in our
leisure time and the way we interact
with work colleagues, our senses
continually influence our lives.
Living Sensationally: Understanding
Your Senses is Professor Winnie
Dunn’s book about “a unique way to
understand ourselves and others.
“By paying more attention to personal preferences about sensory
input, what those preferences mean,
and how they affect your life
planning, you can understand
behaviour better.
“With this understanding, you can
make adjustments that will enhance
your life satisfaction.”19
Professor Dunn has identified four
types of sensors.
Many of us may have very strong
characteristics of one type of sensor,
whereas other people may be more
of a mixture of types. Additionally,
our style of sensory understanding
may vary from situation to situation,
as well as throughout the years.
“Each person has a specific thresh-
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old range that reflects how that person’s brain will notice sensory stimuli.
“When people have low thresholds,
they notice sensory input very
quickly. When people have high
thresholds, it takes a lot more
sensory input to notice what is
going on.”31
Dunn shows below how the combinations of threshold levels with our
general approach to stimuli fit
together to create the four types
of sensors.
Neurological
thresholds

High threshold
Low threshold

Self-regulation

Passive

Active

Seeker

Avoider

Bystander Sensor

In general:
• Seekers create excitement and
change all around them33
• Bystanders are easy-going and can
focus even in busy places35
• Avoiders create routines to keep life
peaceful and manageable37
• Sensors notice what is going on,
and have precise ideas about how to
handle situations39
Professor Dunn is the world’s leading authority on sensory processing
and is the Chair of the Department of
Occupational Therapy Education at
the University of Kansas Medical Center. More information about her work
is available at sensoryprofile.com.
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Contrasts

I thrive on constant contrasts.
To feel different, is to be fresh,
Unique, finding excitement in the ordinary

Hot and cold, like cold milk
On hot oatmeal, and a scoop of vanilla
Ice cream on my Belgian waffle

Or Sweet and salty, savory bacon with
French toast, and fries dipped in ice cream.

Sporty and glamorous,
One day all black, ripped jeans and a leather jacket
Next day bouncy curls, flower dresses
And pink heels.

Simple and fancy
Bounding down the street in my sneakers and t-shirt,
Slipping my feet into stilettos, zipped into a skirt,

Or chomping a hot dog from the street vendor,
To conversing over a sushi dinner and vodka martini,

From a horseback ride near a country stream,
And cartwheels in the grass,
With a picnic on a hill, to skyscrapers and suits
And rooftop pools,
Cocktails and steak dinners, limos and bright lights
Hysterical laughter at my own jokes
To tears of sorrow at a bittersweet ending

From reading a book in my sweatpants,
Contemplating democracy
To pumping my fist in the club
Dancing and feeling utterly free

These are my contrasts.
And I love them all.

Darcy Tharp; www.vivaciousd.com
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What’s so right about being wrong?

Being Wrong: Adventures in the
Margin of Error is Kathryn Schulz’s
humorous, thought-provoking analysis of the role error plays in our lives.
Her conclusion is that we need an
entirely new attitude and approach
to error.
“We are wrong about what it means
to be wrong.”4
Rather than be embarrassed by
our mistakes, try to hide the times
we err and constantly strive to be
right, Schulz suggests learning to
embrace error.
“Far from being a mark of indifference or intolerance, wrongness is a
vital part of how we learn and change.
“Thanks to error, we can revise our
understanding of ourselves and
amend our ideas about the world”4
because “what we are ultimately
wrong about is always a belief.”86
As she says, the book is very much
“a defense of wrongness.”23
Schulz’s goal is “to foster an
intimacy with our own fallibility, to
expand our vocabulary for and
interest in talking about our mistakes,
and to linger for a while inside the
normally elusive and ephemeral
experience of being wrong.”
Because error occurs in the gap
between our mind and our world, any
change in our beliefs is a change in
us as individuals.
This causes our difficulty in openly
acknowledging error. To do so raises
questions about our identities that
most of us are unprepared to answer.

Art

“Our mistakes disturb us in part because they call into question not just
our confidence in a single belief, but
our confidence in the entire act of
believing. When we come to see one
of our own past beliefs as false, we
also glimpse, for a moment, the persistent structural possibility of error:
our minds, the world, the gap
between them.”156
Errors come in all sizes and shapes,
and Schulz examines the historical
path our society has travelled in the
journey to where we are today nearly incapable of accepting wrongness in any form, despite its integral
role in every aspect of life.
From individuals to international
states and at every stage of power
between, the culture of correctness
has a tight grip; one of the most public examples is the swiftness with
which political leaders are dismissed
as weak if they change an opinion.
Instead of weakness, Schulz argues
that “Far from being a sign of intellectual inferiority, the capacity to err
is crucial to human cognition.
“Far from being a moral flaw, it is
inextricable from some of our most
humane and honorable qualities: empathy, optimism, imagination, conviction, and courage.”4
“Art is an invitation to enjoy ourselves in the land of wrongness.”330
“Stories and theories are the
hallmark of two of our highest
human endeavors, art and science,
and through them we can imagine
new realities.”338

Art
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The science of luck

Do you consider yourself lucky or
unlucky?
Professor Richard Wiseman, Britain’s
only Professor in the Public Understanding of Psychology, believes that
we can all be lucky.
Decades of research has proven
what he believes to be the cause of
luck – our approach to life.
He found that lucky people use four
principles that regularly help them
make the most of opportunities that
unlucky people are much less likely to
recognise and capitalise on.
Lucky people:
1. Have mastered the ability to
create, notice and act upon chance
opportunities
2. Listen to and use their intuition to
make effective decisions; they also
actively boost their intuitive abilities
by doing things like yoga or
meditation
3. Expect good fortune, which then
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy
4. Use a number of different psychological techniques to cope with, and
even thrive on, any misfortune that
comes their way

This approach to life is far more
than just “thinking positive.” By expecting good fortune and maximising
chances that appear, lucky people
play an active role in their luck.
Learning from our mistakes is also
an essential component in making
our own luck.
We build up a vast and powerful
“font of knowledge” in our minds
over the years, and ”We are amazingly good at detecting patterns.
That's what our brains are set up to
do,” says Wiseman.
We thus know far more than we realise. Combining instinct with the
way in which we frame our response
to events, we are able to call upon
that library of knowledge, often without knowing that we are doing so.
Wiseman concludes that luck is a
skill that can be learned. Let’s get
practicing!

Professor Wiseman works at the University of
Hertfordshire and blogs at:
http://richardwiseman.wordpress.com/blog-2/.
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Feminism

Simple sums:
Women improve the economy

Close to one billion women around
the world will enter the workforce
by 2020.
Dubbed the Third Billion, these
women have the potential to become
a huge, aggregated power within the
international economy.
Yet most governments and business
leaders are paying scant attention to
this dormant resource.
Having spotted the gap between
such latent economic promise and
provisions of support, Booz &
Company has compiled a Third Billion
Index that ranks “128 countries
based on how effectively leaders are
empowering women as
economic agents.
“The Index is a composite of
established data on women’s
economic and social status; it aims to
isolate factors that facilitate women’s
access into the larger economy as

well as determine how additional
advancements and further integration
can be achieved.”
Booz & Company’s research indicates that “greater involvement from
women has an impact beyond what
their numbers would suggest.”
For example, because women are
more likely than men to invest large
proportions of their household income into children’s education, the
improved status of those children
leads to wider societal and cultural
improvements.
“Thus, even small increases in the
opportunities available to women,
and some release of the cultural and
political constraints that hold them
back, can lead to dramatic economic
and social benefits.”
Governments, please take note!
www.booz.com/global/home/what-wethink/third_billion
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Woman.

Explorer. Teacher.
Daughter. Sister. Wife. Mother.
So many to love.
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Feminism

Girls are heroes, too

Blatant sexism is being touted as
gendered clothing for boys and girls.
New Avengers comic book series
tee-shirts tell girls that they “need”
a hero, while boys are told to “be”
a hero.
And the USA’s Space Camp
programme, whose stated goal is “to
promote the study of math, science,
and technology,” is selling tee-shirts
telling girls to “dream” and boys
to “achieve.”
Given the continued dearth of
women in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math jobs
worldwide, the Space Camp’s choice
of wording is particularly unfortunate.
Such explicit promotion of assumed
gender differences, particularly that
of active boys and passive girls,
greatly damages the work being done
to achieve equality in society.
Girls are no less active than boys,
nor are boys any less likely to dream
than girls.
Yet without widespread alternative
messages and role models, young
children face even more difficulty in
navigating a route to adulthood that
celebrates who they are as individuals
and that does not penalise them for
not fitting into constrained categories
of behaviours and expectations.
Each generation is growing up with
new ways to access mass media,

making the need for a counterweight
of diverse, positive messages increasingly desperate.
What can be done to stop this
insidious growth of sexism that is
now affecting even the earliest ages
of childhood?
The UK’s Pink Stinks campaign is
working to stop “the ‘pinkification’ of
girlhood,” saying that “by recognising
and celebrating the fact that there's
more than one way to be a girl, the
benefits for all children and wider
society will be boundless.”
The Let Toys Be Toys campaign
group is petitioning children’s retailer
the Entertainer to remove its
gendered pink and blue labelling and
division of toys, asking “What’s wrong
with a ‘Science and Construction’
heading instead?”
In the world of comics and superheroes, Team Girl Comics, the
Prismatic Art Collection, the Hawkeye
Initiative and GeekGirlCon are some
of the projects and organisations
working to present powerful
alternatives to the prevailing sexist
stereotypes.
With products that promote
damaging stereotypes still regularly
making it to market, continued
vigilance is needed to try to stop the
spread of such harm.
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The Way Up: An inspiring woman
working her way to the top

Kerrianne Taylor wants to become
the UK Oprah.
She believes there is a dearth of
black female role models in the UK
media industry.
“It’s tragic,” she says. “We need
to stop looking overseas for our
role models.”
Oprah is a role model because “she
is a pioneer in many ways in a maledominated industry. People see beyond her race. They see a great
philanthropist, and the barriers that
Oprah has broken down help the
generation below get in the door.”
Born in south London, Kerrianne
studied media production at the Uni-

versity of Bedfordshire. Her final
project was a short film, Our Time To
Be Heard, examining the causes of
the 2011 London riots.
From a two-week work experience
job at Channel 4 to a full-time, rolling
freelance contract, Kerrianne is working hard to make the most of every
opportunity that comes her way.
“If I’m not making a difference, why
do it?” she says. “It’s just not worth
doing anything if it doesn’t help others, which is why I am determined to
be a role model.
“I want to express myself, and
the views of other young people,
through cinema.”

Inspiration

Her first step onto the career ladder
was much higher than she had
expected, and Kerrianne says work
was a bit stressful at first as she realised how much, and how quickly,
she had to learn.
“I felt like I was out of my league,”
she said. “I was only two weeks out
of graduation, and there I was in the
middle of a professional environment
[doing sickness cover on Channel 4’s
Online Video and Images team].
“I have no complaints, because I
am getting paid to do something that
I love.”
Like many of her peers, Kerrianne
assumed she wouldn’t get a job after
graduation because of the economy.
“I figured that I would have to create my own job. We’re having to do
that more and more these days.
Young people are using technology
to make a difference in ways that
were previously unheard of. When
the big companies refuse to give
anyone a chance, we’re learning to
do it ourselves.”
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Her first contact with Channel 4
came at an entrepreneur’s event
held as part of Global
Entrepreneurship Week.
“It was a good move on my part, be
cause when the work experience job
was advertised, one of the prerequisites was having attended one of
several events.”
After demonstrating her talents
during her work experience, only
Kerrianne was surprised when she
got a call two months later asking
if she was available for some
freelance work at Channel 4. Since
then, her initial three-weeks of
freelance work have become a
rolling, monthly contract.
Kerrianne continues to make the
most of every learning experience
that comes her way, from holding a
screening of her film for participants
and colleagues in the Channel 4 cinema to working on various shoots.
I think we’ll be hearing and seeing a
lot more from this media mogul-inthe-making. Follow Kerrianne on

Twitter @K3zza18.
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City living

I am in love. In love with the thrill I
get from living in a city, and the rush
that comes from the endless possibilities around every corner and inside
every skyscraper. The city is a lifestyle
smorgasbord full of art, entertainment,
food and people from every culture, and
I want to taste it all. As I walk down
a busy sidewalk, I see him coming
towards me, so handsome and tall. Our
eyes meet and I give him a demure
look, have a brief second of wonder if
we will meet again, and then we both
continue on our way, onward to the
next intersection, the next street that
will produce an array of potential still
waiting to be explored.
I step into the café and order my
usual from the genial old man who
greets me by name, and I sit at the
sidewalk table savoring my
cappuccino and chocolate croissant. I
realize that the city provides both
anonymity and familiarity, like the man
on the street and the man in the café.
It is at once a home and a
foreign destination, a place to feel
comfortable and loved but still a place
to discover.
Strollers and skateboarders, bankers
and busboys, socialites, old ladies, dog
walkers, wannabe rappers,
yuppies and hipsters, bicyclists and
artists all sail by, rubbing shoulders with
each other, each fulfilling their role in
society. I realize that in this

Inspiration
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great amalgamation of characters, I
am both a player and a spectator. I
am one of the zillion threads that
weave together a tapestry creating
the city. For a city is not defined by
its buildings and amenities, but
rather by the people in it. It is a
stage and we are all performers in an
urban drama. We are all connected,
the street sweeper, the bus driver,
the flower stall attendant, the broker,
the model, the courier, our feet all
treading upon the same streets,
making a life in our city. In this
community of strangers, I remain
anonymous and am allowed the
freedom to don any role I choose.
The draw of the city then is not only
its cultural offerings, but the chance
it provides to re-invent oneself.
Like waves crashing, there is an ebb
and flow to a city. As the ocean is
beautiful and grand, yet full of danger and mystery, the city is too. It is
a place of contrasts. Old collides
with new, cathedrals and glass edifices stand side by side, ghettos run
into gated communities, beautiful
parks with their fountains and statues
give way to traffic and congestion.
There is both quiet, like in the echoing halls of a museum, and chaos like
on its steps, a respite for children
and tourists who lounge licking their
ice cream and eating their hot dogs.
There is art on the inside and art on
the outside. Graffiti and street
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performers add color and imagination
to the landscape. It is full of
structure and regulation but also
freedom and expression. It is these
contrasts which combine and overlap
to paint the vivid patchwork quilt that
is a city.
I leave my vantage point from the
café and meander towards the outdoor market. I pass a man on his
saxophone and stop to listen, the
notes lingering in the air creating a
harmony with the noise all around. I
smell a sweet smell wafting down the
street and follow my nose to a crepe
stand, flanked by a Greek restaurant
selling gyros and a Chinese restaurant unfurling its awning. Across the
street, carpenters and engineers
study blueprints, and I wonder with
excitement what they are planning.
How enchanting and delightful it is to
be a part of this vibrancy.
Darcy Tharp; www.vivaciousd.com
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Inspirational women in business

Inspiration

Some women have a spark that perfectly lights your own fire of imagination,
determination, inspiration – whatever “nation” you happen to need.
Their stories bring you back for more, making you check in regularly to find
out what their latest ventures
and adventures are, especially
when you need a little burst of
flame to keep your own
dreams and ideas glowing.
Here are two women I think
have that spark!
A breast cancer survivor
who used her experience of
the disease to reshape and
refocus her life, Ali keeps
creativity at the centre of
everything that she does.
Owner of three
businesses, Ali’s kindness
and empathy radiates
from her. She says that
she has always been
curious about the world
around her, which has
made her a good
listener and is part of
what eventually led her to her
current areas of work.
Having been surrounded by craft
from a young age, Ali grew up
sewing clothes for her dolls and then
herself, eventually studying textile art
as an adult.
After receiving a diagnosis of breast
cancer in 2009, the week that Ali had
between the last day at her job and
her appointment for surgery proved
to be exceptionally fruitful.
In that week, Ali began finding ways
to link together and organise her

Alison L
yon
various ideas,
inspirations, dreams and threads of
thought into what would eventually
become her three businesses.
Lily On A Fish is a bespoke
vestment service. Ali translates
conversations that she has with each
client about what is important to
them into beautiful designs for either
stoles or chasubles.
Both garments are worn as symbols
of priesthood in certain traditions of

Inspiration
faith. “You can buy vestments off the
shelf,” said Ali, “but it is so much
more exciting to have a bespoke one
that is linked directly to things the
wearer finds important.
“I have a wonderful time
making them.”
As important as her listening skills
are in making vestments, they are
central to her coaching business.
We = provides “conversations in a
supportive environment, to help you
get even better at what you do.”
“Coaching is a partnership,” says Ali.
She uses this Sufi saying to explain
how it works. “You think because
you understand one you must understand two, because one and one
makes two. But you must also understand and.”
“I work in complete confidence with
clients to help them find the and so
that one and one really do add up
to two.”
Ali had known that she wanted to
work for herself for a long time, and
after receiving some career coaching,
started to think that she might like to
move in that direction herself.
As happens so frequently in life, Ali
found numerous reasons to never
make a full break with waged,
full-time work. Then the decision
was made for her.
Ali received her breast cancer diagnosis at the same time she was made
redundant from her job. And then
she had her week of inspiration that
pulled together many of the ideas she
had been struggling with and thinking
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about on and off for years.
Ali uses her conversations with
coaching clients to help them
illuminate their own paths forward by
providing “creative exercises, art
activities, relevant reading and the
kind of homework that is fun to do.”
A completely different kind of
homework is Ali’s third business.
Brart, reclaiming and recreating lost
lingerie, combines Ali’s love of art
with her desire to help others.
“Brart takes one of the effects of
breast cancer – a changed lingerie
drawer – and reclaims, recycles and
recreates something beautiful from
your redundant bras.
“Breast cancer is a profound
experience and can change many
things in our lives – including the
shape of our body, our breasts and
how we feel about them.
“Brart recognises the many changes
that breast cancer, surgery and
radiotherapy can create in your life.
By finding a new purpose for bras
that no longer fit, are not soft enough
for tender skin or that do not match
new feelings about your changed or
changing body, Brart helps you
rediscover some of the beauty in
your life.”
Ali creates bespoke products, as
well as runs workshops for groups.
www.Lilyonafish.co.uk
www.We-equals.co.uk
www.Brart.co.uk
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Now running more
than 400 events a
year across the UK,
most of which are
open to both
members and
non-members,
they range from
Get-to-know-Etta
breakfasts to
networking,
mentoring,
training and
inspirational
speakers.
As the economy
continues to
Etta Cohen
struggle, and
disproportionately negatively affect women, Etta
sees even more need for women’s
Warm, welcoming and inclusive, the
business support.
founder of Forward Ladies, the UK’s
“We must not judge one another,”
largest network for women in busishe says adamantly. “Success is difness, is adamant that women need to
ferent for everyone.”
support each other.
“Overall, though, the UK economy
She quotes Madeline Albright’s
would be greatly improved if there
statement that “there is a special
were more women involved.”
place in hell for women who don’t
Formerly a teacher and public sector
help other women.”
manager, Etta found the courage
Forward Ladies’ mission is
to step out of an unhappy marriage
“Promoting and celebrating the
and onto the path that would bring
engagement and participation of
her to where she is today – regularly
women in economic success by
named as one of the UK’s top
enabling women to be more
business women.
confident in life and business through
As part of her job at the Regional
knowledge, support and friendship.”
Development Agency, Etta founded
Forward Ladies in 2000 as a support
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network for women in business.
When the number of members
surpassed 2,000, the organisation
needed a new business model in
order to become sustainable.
Etta quit her job at the Agency
to bid for the contract to run
Forward Ladies, and she has never
looked back.
From an initial paying membership
of 300 in 2005, Forward Ladies
has now grown to more than
14,000 members.
Regardless of the size of the
company, Etta remains committed to
staying in touch with members.
She has a blog on the Forward
Ladies website, and each e-bulletin
contains a snippet from Etta
about what’s keeping her busy
outside work.
She freely admits to having a quiet
private life because she spends so
much of her energy and time meeting
members, organising events and
developing the business.
The company’s first sponsor was
O2, who is still involved, and now
includes a range of additional
partners such as Regus and Barclays.
Sponsors allow the company to
offer members discounts and special
deals, as well as continue to develop
the annual Women in Business
awards, now in its fourth year.
What advice does Etta offer anyone
interested in starting a new business?
“Stay true to your dream. Even if it
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fails, there is no shame in that. Pick
yourself up and begin again.
“If you believe in your idea, you can
achieve it!”
Asked what plans she has for the
future of Forward Ladies, including
the role she sees the company
playing in helping the UK out of
recession, Etta said, “Forward Ladies
strives to support women in business
and employment.
“Working closely with so many
women, we understand the issues
they are facing and can work
together to overcome them.
“We can also feed these issues into
government and influence policy. It
is important that the government
recognises the importance all women
play in the recovery of the UK
economy.
“As for Forward Ladies - that is up
to the ladies - we are now virtually
UK-wide, and with the support of
our partners and members, the sky is
the limit!”
www.forwardladies.com
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